In this paper a simple approximate formula is obtained for the frequency (<r) of radial pulsation of a gaseous star in which there is a prevalent magnetic field. The formula is where y is the ratio of the specific heats, r M 1=1 r 2 dm (r), ~'o and Í2 and 9ft denote the gravitational potential energy and the magnetic energy of the star, respectively. The formula is derived from the virial theorem in the form recently established by Chandrasekhar and Fermi; and it supports their conclusion that the period of pulsation can be made as long as one may desire by letting the magnetic energy approach the upper limit (namely, |ß|) set by the virial theorem.
1. Introduction,-The pulsation of a star in which there is a prevalent magnetic field has been the subject of several investigations.
1 But so far no simple formula has been derived in terms of which one may easily visualize the effect of the magnetic field on the period. In this paper we shall show how such a formula can be derived by making use of the virial theorem in the form recently established by Chandrasekhar and Fermi. 2 2. An integral formula for the frequency of oscillation.-We start with the statement of the virial theorem in the form (Paper I, eq.
where ti denotes the gravitational potential energy, Ann. d'ap., 15, 276, 1952; V. C. A. Ferraro and D. J. Memory, M.N., 112, 361,1952; T. G. Cowling, M.N., 112, 527, 1952. 2 S. Chandrasekhar and E. Fermi, Ap. J., 118, 116, 1952 . This paper will be referred to hereafter as ' Taper I." We shall apply equation (1) to the adiabatic pulsation of a gaseous star in which there is a prevalent magnetic field. In analyzing this problem, we shall adopt the Lagrangian mode of description and follow each element of mass, dm, as it moves. The advantage of the Lagrangian over the Eulerian mode in our present context arises from the fact that dm remains constant during the motion; this is required by the conservation of mass.
Considering periodic oscillations with a frequency a, we shall let ^e i<Tt denote the displacement of an element of mass, dm, from its equilibrium position, r. Similarly, we shall let 8pe i<Tt , 8pe i<rt , and 8He i<Tt denote the corresponding changes in the other physical variables as we follow the element during its motion. The assumption that the oscillation takes place adiabatically requires that the changes in pressure and density, as we follow the motion, are related by dp _ ôp
while the equation of continuity requires that
(as in Paper I, we are adopting the summation convention).
Returning to equation (1) and letting 8Ie i,Tt , 8Vie i(Tt , ôüe iat , and denote the changes in /, U, Í2, and 9ÏÎ, we can write
0 since, to the first order in the displacement, the term in T will not make any contribution.
Considering the first of the three terms on the right-hand side of equation (6) 
where the integration over xi, # 2 , and Xs is over the entire volume 3 of the configuration. Letting \H\ 2 P = P+^-(8) OTT denote the total pressure, we shall rewrite equation (7) in the form 3 (7-D 5U= -3 (7-D/f fp^-dx 1 dx 2 dx (9) Integrating by parts the first of the two integrals on the right-hand side of equation (9) and making use of the equation (cf. Paper I, eq. (ii)
In equation (11) the surface integral is over the bounding surface (S) of the configuration. We shall now assume that P vanishes on S. This assumption requires that not only p but also H vanish on the bounding surface. Accordingly, we must suppose that the bounding surface, S, is placed at a sufficient distance from the photospheric surface that H may indeed be considered negligible here. It would appear that in most astrophysical contexts we can accomplish this without violating the assumption of the infinite electrical conductivity of the stellar material which underlies this whole development. 
